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Warisha Mufti()
 
Warisha Mufti is 23 years old, she has done her BS from Jinnah University.
Warisha mufti is  a creative writer and poet, who loves to write about real facts
and situations, moreover, the main purpose of her writing is to eliminate the
negative manifestation of the world through her poetry.



Oh! Mobile
 
Oh! mobile, mobile, mobile,
Are you some kind of a missile,
Fit in my head blitzing like a Chernobyl,
Deliberately losing eyes and damaging the lifestyle,
 
What is family? what is a friend?
The conversation seems so dead, seems so end,
Can you feel the souls are thirsty to amend,
Then who's the one spilling this weekend?
 
Let's elect what's not or what's so prime,
But scrolling seizing hours and seizing time,
Should I help them and change the clime?
Perhaps uploading video yet is not a crime,
 
What are you doing to the frame of my mind,
Gifting me anger and headache in a box of unkind,
Locked in prison that's so well designed,
So the existence is damn, damn blind.
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'So Close Yet So Far'
 
I heard eulogizing is an Art of Adoption,
But abolish the fair votes and silence this intention,
So pretend to cherish to hide this inner infection,
This ill feeling shouldn't be seen not even in the reflection,
 
            Yeah this close but so far!
 
Let me induct you or persuade you,
About a person, about a cast or a crew,
What should I mention first to give you my view?
Perhaps! No one is sterling in each other review,
 
              Indeed so close but so far
 
Make a pause on your teary eyes,
You haven't tasted a pain, not even a slice,
That's what people will make you realize,
A few have compassion or rest are just wise,
 
              So why so close or so far?
 
These hearts are isolated with an ill mentality,
I said something but you heard only adverse tonality,
Oh! A cold war is running with no discussion or clarity,
Tell me why this world is losing its simple vitality.
 
            So let's be close but not so far.
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